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Exposure to Surgical 
Smoke is a known risk
The harmful and hazardous effects of surgical 
smoke are an increasingly high concern. 

We believe the solution requires more than 
just a good product. The complete package 
includes education, training and support in a 
product that theatre staff believe in.

Crystal Vision 460
The Crystal Vision is the world’s most advanced 
surgical smoke collection and evacuation device.

It is well known for its long lifespan and features 
a brushless motor. This results in a quieter and 
much more reliable smoke evacuation machine. 
It also creates a suction pressure up to five times 
greater than other smoke evacuation devices.

Crystal Vision 450D
The 450D Crystal Vision is the only smoke 
evacuation device with an option for 
Laparoscopic Mode. This offers a range of 
benefits to the surgeon and patient during closed 
procedures. 

All Crystal Vision machines utilise an ULPA (Ultra 
Low Penetration Air) Filter, which contains a fluid 
trap to ensure that the filter lasts for as long as 
possible.

Smoke PenEvac Handpieces
Slimline Telescopic and Non-Telescopic smoke hand pieces that come with a quality PTFE coated tip as 
standard.

The PenEvac captures surgical smoke right at the source to ensure maximum visibility and safety. 
Compared to other comparable smoke collection devices the PenEvac has the highest airborne particle 
reduction capacity. 

The PenEvac is designed with a 45-degree swivel head, which enables precise, accurate handling. The 
blades are adjustable and extendable and the telescopic PenEvac can be positioned at any point between 
1.5 and 6.5 inches. 

Telescopic PenEvac Handpiece

Non-Telescopic PenEvac Handpiece

Suction pressure up to five times greater 
than other smoke evacuators.

The Telescopic PenEvac eliminates the need 
to change to a longer tip during surgery.

Long Life Span - Evacuators sold over 
twenty years ago are still in use today . 

Reliable Brushless Motor - lasts four times 
as long as ordinary brush motors. 

Works with all standard diathermy 
machines.

Suction automatically switches on via a 
radio frequency sensor. 

The carcinogenic content from the smoke plume of 1 gram of tissue is the 
equivalent of six unfiltered cigarettes.1  

Theatre staff have twice the incidence of some respiratory problems as compared 
to the general population.2

Chemicals such as Benzene and Formaldehyde are known human carcinogens that 
have been found in surgical smoke plume.3

The average theatre staff member will participate in over 4500 surgical 
procedures over a five year period. 
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Description Product Code
PenEvac1 with PTFE coated blade IGS2-0458
Non-Telescopic PenEvac with PTFE coated blade IGS2-0514
Laparoscopic Tubing IGS2-0003
Speculum Tubing IGS2-0027
ULPA Filter IGS2-0014
Charcoal Filter IGS2-0025
Radio Frequency Sensor IGS2-0546
Crystal Vision 460 IGS2-460
Crystal Vision 450D IGS2-450D


